SELLEA Input Data

SELLEA Input Data Overview
SELLEA Input Data is delivered by the bank according to definitions resulting from Set-up sessions in a pre-defined
format and into a pre-defined location on the bank’s infrastructure. The data is delivered monthly and its data
definitions (and loading procedures) may only be changed at Set-up refreshments.

Customer
Column Name

Definition

CUSTOMER_AGE

The age of the customer

CUSTOMER_TENURE

Number of months the customer is in the bank

CUSTOMER_PR_TENURE

Number of months the customer is receiving Regular Income in the bank

REGULAR_INCOME_TYPE_CD

Type of Regular Income that the customer is receiving in the bank

CUSTOMER_LAST_MTH_SALARY_AMT

Regular Income amount that the customer received in last month

CUSTOMER_3MTH_SALARY_AMT

Regular Income amount that the customer received in last three months

CUSTOMER_6MTH_SALARY_AMT

Regular Income amount that the customer received in last six months

CUSTOMER_12MTH_SALARY_AMT

Regular Income amount that the customer received in last tw elve months

RM_FLG

Flag indicating w hether the customer has a Relationship Manager

MLOAN_FLG

Flag indicating w hether the customer has a Mortgage Loan

CCARD_FLG

Flag indicating w hether the customer has a Credit Card

DCARD_FLG

Flag indicating w hether the customer has a Debit Card

Term Loan Accounts
Column Name

Definition

TLOAN_ACTIVE_CNT

Number of active Term Loans in last month

TLOAN_LTD_CNT

Number of active Term Loans life-to-date

TLOAN_DAYS_SINCE_LAST_OPENED

Number of days since the customer opened last Term Loan

TLOAN_DAYS_SINCE_LAST_CLOSED

Number of days since the customer closed last Term Loan

TLOAN_MAX_MTH_TO_MATURITY

Maximum number of months to Maturity on all Term Loans

TLOAN_MAX_MTH_TO_MATURITY_O_AMT

Outstanding loan amount on all Term Loans w ith maximum maturity

TLOAN_MAX_MTH_TO_MATURITY_R_AMT

Repayment amount on all Term Loans w ith maximum maturity

TLOAN_MIN_MTH_TO_MATURITY

Minimum number of months to Maturity on all Term Loans

TLOAN_MIN_MTH_TO_MATURITY_O_AMT

Outstanding loan amount on all Term Loans w ith minimum maturity

TLOAN_MIN_MTH_TO_MATURITY_R_AMT

Repayment amount on all Term Loans w ith minimum maturity

1

DPD90_AMT

1

Past due amount for 90 days and more overdue accounts

This field is also calculated for Revolving Accounts
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Term Deposit Accounts
Column Name

Definition

TDEP_ACTIVE_CNT

Number of active Term Deposits in last month

TDEP_EOM_BAL_AMT

Cumulative balance amount on all active Term Deposits in last month

TDEP_LTD_CNT

Number of Term Deposits life-to-date

TDEP_DAYS_SINCE_LAST_OPENED

Number of days since the customer opened last Term Deposit

TDEP_DAYS_SINCE_LAST_CLOSED

Number of days since the customer closed last Term Deposit

TDEP_MAX_MTH_TO_MATURITY

Maximum number of months to Maturity on all Term Deposits

TDEP_MAX_MTH_TO_MATURITY_BAL_AMT

Cumulative balance amount on all Term Deposits w ith maximum maturity

TDEP_MIN_MTH_TO_MATURITY

Minimum number of months to Maturity on all Term Deposits

TDEP_MIN_MTH_TO_MATURITY_BAL_AMT

Cumulative balance amount on all Term Deposits w ith minimum maturity

Transactional Accounts
Column Name

Definition

TXN_ACTIVE_CNT

Number of active Transactional Accounts in last month

TXN_EOM_BAL_AMT

Cumulative balance on all active Transactional Accounts in last month

TXN_AVG_3MTH_BAL_AMT

Average daily balance on all Transactional Accounts in last three months

TXN_MAX_BALANCE_AMT

Maximum daily balance on all Transactional Accounts in last three months

TXN_MIN_BALANCE_AMT

Minimum daily balance on all Transactional Accounts in last three months

Revolving Accounts
Column Name

Definition

REV_ACTIVE_CNT

Number of active Revolving Accounts in last month

REV_LTD_CNT

Number of Revolving Accounts life-to-date

REV_DAYS_SINCE_LAST_OPENED

Number of days since the customer opened last Revolving Account

REV_DAYS_SINCE_LAST_CLOSED

Number of days since the customer closed last Revolving Account

REV_LAST_MTH_AVB_LIMIT_AMT

Cumulative available limit amount on all Revolving Accounts in last month

REV_LAST_MTH_UTL_LIMIT_AMT

Cumulative utilised limit amount on all Revolving Accounts in last month

REV_AVG_3MTH_AVB_LIMIT_AMT

Average available limit on all Revolving Accounts in last three months

REV_AVG_3MTH_UTL_LIMIT_AMT

Average utilised limit on all Revolving Accounts in last three months

REV_LAST_MTH_DAYS_IN_LIMIT_CNT

Number of days in limit on any Revolving Account in last month

REV_3MTH_DAYS_IN_LIMIT_CNT

Number of days in limit on any Revolving Account in last three months

OD_FLG

Flag indicating w hether active Overdraft exists in last month

OD_LTD_FLG

Flag indicating w hether active Overdraft existed in life-to-date

CCARD_LTD_FLG

Flag indicating w hether active Credit Card existed in life-to-date

REV_LAST_OPEN_PROD_TYPE_CD

Last opened Revolving Account type

REV_LAST_CLOSED_PROD_TYPE_CD

Last closed Revolving Account type

